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Abstract A unified parameterization of an expected utility model corrected f

regret and disappointment effects is presented, constrained to conform to a wel

known choice pattern, the common consequence effect, a special case of the Allai
paradox. For choices subject to regret and disappointment effects to be consisten

with this choice pattern, the function that corrects the utility of the obtained outcom

has to have a positive second derivative for its regret component and a negative
second derivative for its disappointment component. These hypothesized functiona
forms make predictions about the relative effect that small vs. large differences
between obtained and alternative outcomes should have on people's experiences of
regret or disappointment.
Keywords Regret • Disappointment • Alternative outcomes
JEL Classification D8 • D81

The search for a general class of objective functions that risky decision makers seek

to maximize has a long history (Machina 1987; Starmer 2000; Schoemaker 1982;
Glimcher and Rustichini 2004). For centuries, decision researchers have compared

the predictions of theoretical objective functions against observed patterns of
preference. Deviations between model predictions and observed behavior have been

typically communicated under the label of paradoxes. An early example of a
deviation of observed preferences from the model of expected value maximization
was provided by the St. Petersburg paradox (Bernoulli 1738), which resulted in the
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consideration of a more general model, n

Limitations to the predictive accuracy
provided by the paradoxes of Allais (1

consequence effect, the common ratio ef
(Lichtenstein and Slovic 1971), and frami

to name just a few. Those problems fo

proposals for yet more general objective f

theories have been prospect theory by Ka

(RT) proposed first by Bell (1982) and

axiomatic form by Sugden (1993), and disa

versions by Bell (1985), Loomes and Su
(1991), Skiadas (1997a, b) and Grant an

the different models is provided by Gra

regret theory, and disappointment the

structure of EU theory, but to also account

In this paper, we take a closer look at r
paper has two goals: (1) to provide a unif

that both assume that decision maker
counterfactual comparisons between th

outcomes, which are in turn assumed to b

choice of action; (2) to provide a behavior
parameter values for the regret and disa
paradox was instrumental in the developm
behavioral constraint in the evaluation of

we examine which combination of param
allow us to account for its Common Cons

The paper is organized as follows. Sectio

Effect (CCE). Section 2 reviews differe
formulation that applies to a discrete s

decisions with more than two choice opt

corrects the utility of an obtained outcom

ponent. In Section 3, we show the conditi
for the CCE preference pattern. In partic
form for the regret function, we specify

regret formalization to be consistent wit
reviews the main aspects of disappointme
that unifies it with the formalization of
decision situations with more than two ch

the world, a very common phenomenon i

of generalizing previous regret and disapp
applied to decisions with more than two
comparison of obtained outcome to other
selection in the case of regret, or as a fun

disappointment) is always with respect to
only the negative experiences of regret
equivalents of rejoicing and elation. In Sec

new formulation of the disappointmen
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parameter values that make it consistent with
Section 6 presents our conclusions and summa

ing both regret and disappointment, two si

reactions and phenomena, into utility adjustme

structure allows for the combined consider

effects. Constraining our model formulations
paradox, provides an upper and lower bound f
meter kD, and a lower bound for the regret m

formulations make some predictions that c

particular, they predict that while regret and
increase with increases in the discrepancy betw

counterfactual outcome, regret effects will

whereas disappointment effects will increase in

1 The common consequence effect
Observed behavior of human decision makers

pected utility theory (e.g., Starmer 2000). One
was provided by Maurice Allais (1953) in the f

People were asked to choose between the f

and s2=($5M9 0.1; $1 M, 0.89; $0, 0.01).The fir
for sure, i.e., with probability 1. The second op

probability of 0.1, one million dollars with

probability 0.01.
Most people preferred the first option over t

Si
The

same

prospects:
For

this

X

s2.

individuals

s'

=

($1M,

choice,

the

(1-1)
were

0.11;

majority

s'2>-sv

then

$0,0.89
of

re

(1.2)

It is easy to show that this pattern o
maker who abides by the axioms of ex
Machina (1987) showed that the Allai
set of risky decision problems, known
can

represent

the

CCE

pattern

for

gen

form:

si = X3, 1 - p')
si = ( X2 , p{; Xu p2; X0, 1 -p' - p2 )

f ^1 C^-l 5 1 P2> Xç), P2)

' s2 = {X2, p'; Xo, 1 -p') '
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with X2>Xi>X0 and X3>X0. It is easy
X2=$5M, p'=0.' and p2= 0.89, we obtai
pattern of preferences associated with

s' >- S2 and s2 >- s'. (1.4)

To show the well-known result that the preference pattern of Eq. 1.4

contradiction for expected utility (EU) maximization, let us define functi

the usual way:

EU

1= i

(Sj)

=

(1.5)

where u(.) is the von Neumann-Morgenstern (1957) utility function, sj={wlj,plj' ...;
wnJ, Pnj) is the prospect "j", wlj9 ..., wnj are the possible outcomes associated with

prospect Sj, and pij...pnj are the probabilities with which outcomes w¡j can be
expected to occur.
EU theory specifies that the function EU(.) for two arbitrary prospects si and s2,
must satisfy

EU(s i) > EU(s2) & sx y ( or=)s2 . (1.6)
We briefly review the result that Eqs. 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6, as in the

paradox, cannot all hold. In order to show the inconsistency between them,
calculate, by means of Eq. 1.5, the expected utility for the generic prospects, d

by Eqs. 1.3, s',s2,slis2.1 For simplicity, without excluding the Allais problem
choose X¡ =X3 andXo=0, and assume the reasonable simplification that the util

a zero outcome is zero, i.e. w(0)=0 (see Machina 1987). We know that wit

preferences shown in the Eqs. 1.4 and with expected utility satisfying Eq. 1
following inequalities should be satisfied

EU(si) > EU(s2) ,

EU(s2) yEul^)' ^ }

Calling ux=u(Xx' u2=u(X 2) setting w(0)=0, and calculating
obtain

EU(s') = Mi
EU(s2 ) =p'u2 +p2ux

EU(s') = (1 -p2)ui ■
EU(s2 ) =p'u2
Then, replacing Eqs. (1.8) in Eqs. (1.7), we obtain the inequalities

Ml >P'U2+P2U' =>- (1 -pi)Ul >P'U2 /j m
PlU2 > (1 -p2)ui

1 We show this explicitly because our set of choice options differs from the original Allais paradox and the

choice set of the CCE employed by Machina (1987).

Ô Springer
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Equations 1.9 are in contradiction, w
paradox. In Section 3 we describe the

avoid the apparent contradiction in the p
CCE cases.

2 Regret theory

Loomes and Sugden (1982) and Bell (1982) present regret theory as an alternative to
expected utility that is simpler than prospect theory. Regret theory introduces a
correction to the utility calculation of expected utility theory. The correction describes the change in the utility assessment of an outcome as the result of comparing
the obtained outcome with the outcome one could have obtained under the realized

state of the world, had one chosen a different option.

Braun and Muermann (2004) proposed a formulation of regret theory that is
consistent with the axioms provided by Sugden (1993) and Quiggin (1994) and can
be applied to decisions that have more than two possible prospects. Many real world
applications of the experience of regret contain more than two choice options. One
example are cultivation decisions made by farmers, where a large number of different crops can be grown in different ways, and where the outcomes of cultivation

decisions different from one's own under the realized state of the world (e.g.,
experienced geophysical and/or economic conditions: weather and prices) often are
apparent because they have been taken by neighboring farmers. For cases like this
and many others with more than two choice alternatives, Braun and Muermann's
(2004) formulation deserves to be more widely known and applied. Their objective
function corrects the traditional von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function u with a

regret functional component g. The new function is called Regret-Theoretical
Expected Utility (RTEU), and for continuous states of the world is represented by

RTEU(s) = j {«M*)) - kR ■ gR[u(wD - »(Ms))} }dF(6), (2.1)
where F(0) is the cumulative distribution function of the states of the world
represented by 6. w^(^) is the outcome in state of world 6 when action s is selected.

Wq** is the outcome in state of the world 0 that would have provided the decision
maker with the maximum in utility. The function gR transforms the amount by which

obtained outcome falls short of maximally obtainable outcome into a

regret component, for each state of the world 6. The parameter kR is a measure of the

influence of the regret component on the decision, with ¿*>0. When k=0, RTEU
reduces to EU.

2.1 Conditions on function gR
The function gR[.] needs to be determined. Braun and Muermann (2004) propose the
following desirable properties for the function:

a»(0)

=

o

(2.2)
â Springer
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&(«) > 0 V« (2.3)
8R(u) > 0 Vm (2.4)

where the prime notation denotes the deriv

establishes that when the difference between o

there is no regret. The second condition tells u
function, i.e., when the difference between the
option increases, regret also increases. The third

Conditions 2.2 to 2.4 were used by Braun and
effect of regret in decisions to buy insurance and

optimal insurance purchases. The stylized empiric

people tend to prefer low deductibles when buyi
agreement with their postulates for regret the

condition 2.4 can be justified by the requireme

should be able to account for the preference
contradiction or paradox.

2.2 Formulation of regret theory for a discrete s

The Allais-like paradoxes described in Section 1

of states of the world. In order to apply regret t

necessary to express Eq. 2.1 in discrete form
RTEU for a risky option with a discrete set of
n

RTEU (sj) = Y^Pij {"K) -kR'gR [A%] }, (2.5)
1=1

where ARuu = u(wf) - w(w,7) and wf = max {wiU. . . , wim} is the maximum outcome for the "z" event when "ra" possible actions are considered. As a consequence
of this definition, the difference between the utility of the optimal outcome for each
state of the world and the utility of the evaluated outcome is always positive or zero,
i.e., A RUij > 0.

Our formulation, which is a discrete version of the formalization of Braun and

Muermann (2004), is similar to the one by Loomes and Sugden (1982) in the
following respects: (a) it is a discrete formulation, (b) it provides a non-linear
correction to the utility, and (c) the correction is a function that operates on a
difference of outcomes. Since Loomes and Sugden (1982) compare the difference of
outcomes obtained by only a pair of actions under the same state of the world, their
difference in outcomes can not only be positive, but also negative, in which case the
corrected utility will be bigger than the utility without correction, resulting in an

effect described as rejoicing. Since in our formalization the difference between
obtained outcome and a counterfactual other outcome is always made with respect to
the best action that could have been taken under the realized state of the world, the
difference is always positive (or zero), resulting in only the experience of regret, and

no rejoicing. Loomes and Sugden's (1982) regret model only results in choice
Ô Springer
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predictions different from expected uti

regret far exceed the effects of rejoicin

empirical support for the notion that re
effects of rejoicing.

3 Conditions on regret theory to mod

Our goal in this section is to produce th
observed for the Allais choice problems

i.e., to model the observed preferences w
expected utility is assumed to underlie

paradox preference pattern to put constra

motivated by numerous suggestions tha
people's choices in this historic choice s

for regret theory to describe the CCE

corrected utility given by Eq. 2.5 must s

RTEU(si) > RTEU(S2) (3.1)

RTEU (4) > RTEU(V

In order to calculate the expressions in Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2, an

components, we need to make explicit which outcomes are

options under the different states of the world. We theref

following equivalent way:

f *i = (X',p';X',p2;X', 1 - p' - p2)

1 si = (X2,px; Xup2; 0, 1 -

f •*) = ( 0,p';Xi, 1 -p2;0,p2 -p')
' s2 = {X2,px; 0, 1 -p2;0,p2 - pi)

Using Eq. 2.5 on the prospects in Eq. 3.3 and calling A

RTEU(si) =pi ■ [«i - k ■ gfl(Aw)] +p2 • «i + (1 -pi
RTEU(s2) =Pi ■ u2 +p2 • mi - (1 -p' -p2) ■ k ■ gR
RTEU(s',) = -P' • k ■ gR{u2) + (1 -p2) ■ ux

RTEU (jj) =p' ■ «2 - (1 -Pi) ■ k-gR(u').

Imposing the inequalities specified by Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2, w

(1 -p2)-ui -pi u2 >px ■ k-gR(Áu ) - (1 ~pi - p2

P'-U2- (1 -p2) Ml > (1 -p2) ■ k • gR(ui) ~P
<£) Springer
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By summing inequalities 3.5 and 3.6 and
lowing inequality for the function gR:

gRiui) - g*(«i) > gi(Aw). (3.7)

Using the fact that «2 = "i + Am and also that g/?(0)=0 we ca

g*(«i +Ak) -gfl(m) > gjj(Au) - gji(0)
Au

If

we

can

implies

means

Au

assume

that

that

gR>
This

is

the

same

the

the

0as

A

u

first

d
second

(3.9)

condition

2.4

any justification. We now have a j
allows us to account for the pref
3.1

Proposal

for

a

specific

We

propose

the

following

regret

f

possibl

required for regret-corrected u
described as the Allais paradox

«*[«] = (&)"-!, (3-10)

with ßR>'. This function's first derivative, gR = (ln

(g'R > 0, as ln/^>0) and its second derivative, gR
greater than zero (gR > 0).

The functional form of g shown in Eq. 3.10 is

function used by Loomes and Sugden (1982) in one o
One difference is that the function developed above

in the generalization proposed by Braun and M

outcome can never be better than the maximum ou
There are other differences, as well. Loomes and S

is R{£) = 1 - 0.8^ with £=-A u, which means th
overall regret-corrected utility is defined as u =

component is added to the outcome utility, rather t
When corrected for the difference in sign, Loomes

corresponds to the following g function in our

equation has the same functional form as Eq. 3.10 w

2 There are two reasons to consider A u to be an arbitrary increment

preference patterns we consider (most cases of the CCE); (2) while
different options, it also depends on personal characteristics of t
level of risk aversion.

Ô Springer
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3.2 Range for the kR parameter

Equations 3.5 and 3.6 constitute a system
the values of kR and ßR that are compat

CCE. We now compute what the allow
convenient to define:

G=pi -U2 - (1 -pi) -U' (3.11)
Gi = (1 -p' -p2) -gtf(wi) -p' • gR(Au ) (3.12)

G2 = (1 -p2) ■ gR{u' ) -p 1 ' gR (w2 ) • (3.13)
Since Gi and G2 are functions of ßR, we can rewrite Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6 in the form:

G<Gx(ßR)-kR (3.14)
G > G2{ßR) • kR, (3.15)

which allows us to obtain conditions that relate ßR to kR.

We assume a specific utility function, namely the fun

Pratt (1964), with a moderate degree of risk aversio

empirical justification from the fact that decision makers w

not seem to produce the Allais paradox, as shown by Fin
(1997) in an experiment with 180 farmers. The 112 strong

the 22 risk seeking farmers did not violate utility theory an

paradoxical preference pattern, but 46 respondents with

aversion did. A risk seeker will choose the options s2 an
options with the highest outcomes, while a strongly risk

choose s j and s' because these are the options with less v
utility fiinction proposed by Pratt (1964) with a common
of risk aversion (r= 1), regularized so that w(0)=0, to obt

u(w) - In (w+ 1) (3.16)

Using the outcome and probability values of the Al

px = 0.1, /72 = 0.89, u($5M) = u2, u($IM)=uu (3.17)
and applying Eqs. 3.17 and 3.16 to 3.11-3.13, we obtain G, G'{ß) and G2(ß),
observing the following properties: G, G^0 and G2<0. The system of inequalities
3.14 and 3.15 then provides us with the minimum value that k can take3:

^ -<kR , (3.18)
we will call £min=G/Gi.
3 The other equation provides a negative minimum.

Ö Springer
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Fig. 1 Regret function parameters: maximum and minimum

kRfor ßRe[lA5, 1.35]. The
boundaries of kR common to the

whole interval of ßR are shown
as two horizontal lines

To obtain a plausible maximum value fo
assumption that the correction for regret
of utility that it corrects4, i.e.:

¿max ; 0.1 • Ui/gR(Áu). (3.19)

Calculating and from Eqs. 3.18 and 3.19, respectively, we
condition:

0.68 < kR < 2.22. (3.20)
The range for kR given by Eq. 3.20 is compatible with

1.15 < ßR < 1.35. (3.21)
It should be noted that the central value in inequality
value used by Loomes and Sugden (1982). Figure 1 shows

kmín and ¿max and ßR for the range of values of k that pro
satisfies conditions 3.18 and 3.19.

4 Disappointment theory

Disappointment is caused by comparing an obtained outc

best possible outcome of the action or option tha

introduced a simple model of disappointment in which t
compared not to a different possible outcome for the sa

option's expected value (EV), and obtained outcomes a

subjective utilities. For obtained outcomes worse than th
ment was postulated, proportional to the negative discre
values, and for obtained outcomes better than the option

to result, proportional to the positive discrepancy. Both po
choice outcomes are assumed to be anticipated by the de

decision and integrated ex-ante into the decision calculus

get equal consideration (i.e., when disappointment and elat

4 Different assumptions about the relative amount of correction obviou

plausible upper bounds on k.

Ô Springer
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resulting utility function is risk neutral. W
sideration than elation, the assumed normal

function is concave (resulting in risk averse
than disappointment, the resulting utility fu
Loomes and Sugden (1986) propose a formu
(1985) and similar in details to ours, described
the utility of the obtained outcome. The main

model the counterfactual comparison betw

outcome is with respect to the option's EV,
elation, whereas in our formulation the coun

the best possible outcome the chosen action
of the world), allowing for only the experien
reasonable simplification of the model in lig

Dyer, and Jia (1997), who showed that di

shadowed elation effects. Comparing their m
Sugden (1986) showed that a linear disappoint
some observations of the common consequen
effect (CRE), but that it cannot explain such

choosing between options with equal expe
appointment function is consistent with

disappointment is similar to Bell's (1985) in
(elation) if it is worse (better) than the risky
our model, assumes that the obtained outcom

elation effect) is evaluated on the decisio
function.

Below, we propose a different way to introd
expected utility formulation in its usual for
discrepancy between the obtained outcome a
action that was chosen. In our approach, the d
also has the effect of producing some (additi

cause of risk aversion that it is in Bell's (1

goal to account for preferences patterns for
violated, as observed with the CCE. Our appr

unified conceptualization of the psycholo

disappointment and their ex-ante effect on c

4.1 Proposed formulation

In a form analogous to Eq. 2.5, we introd
Expected Utility (DTEU), for a discrete se
following expression:

DTEU(sy) = {«K) -kD-gD [A %•] }, (4.1)
1=1

where, in this case, ÍsPuíj = - u(wij ) and mP = max {wy, . . . , wnj } is the

maximum outcome for the 'y action, when "w" states of the world are considered.

The index represents the state of world.
Ö Springer
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5 Conditions on disappointment theory to

of the CCE

To describe the CCE choice pattern, the DTEU function must satisfy the following
conditions, analogous to inequalities 3.1 and 3.2:

DTEU(si) >DTEU(S2), (5.1)

DTEU (4) > DTEU (V,

where s', s2, s' and s2 are the prospects given by 1.3. B
DTEU (.) to Eqs. 1.3, we obtain:

DTEU(s2) = Ui

DTEU (52) =p'-u2 +P2 • [«1 -kD-g(Au)} - (1 -pi - Pï) ■

DTEU(sj) = (1 -p2) ■ u' -P2 ■ kD ■ gD(Ul) V-0'

DTEU (s'2) =Pi-u2-(l-pi)-kD- gD(u2)

As before for the regret correction, we substitute the expressions in Eqs. 5.3 into
the CCE preference pattern described by inequalities 5.1 and 5.2:

(1 -p2)-Ui -pi * u2 > -p2 ■ kD • go(Au) - (1 -pi - p2) • kD ■ gD(u2), (5.4)

pi ■ u2 - (1 -p2) ■ «i > -p2 ■ kD ■ gD{u') + (1 p' ) • kD-gD(u2 ). (5.5)
By summing the two inequalities 5.4 and 5.5 and simplifying the resulting
expression, we obtain the following inequality for the function gD:

gü{u2) -gz>(«i) < go(Aw), (5.6)

This condition is the opposite of inequality 3.7 for the regret f

the same reasoning as above, inequality 5.6 provides the following
second derivative of the disappointment function:

Sd
The

other

<

0-

conditions

(5-7)
that

we

impo

as Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3 for the regret f
condition tells us that disappointm
obtained and the best outcome of t
condition stipulates that the correc
outcomes.

The disappointment function in Loomes and Sugden's (1986) disappointm
model satisfies the same properties as ours, i.e., it is zero when the differ

between outcomes is zero, the first derivative is greater than zero, and the se
derivative is less than zero, resulting in a concave disappointment function. O
formulation of disappointment and the imposed constraints thus support Loomes

Sugden's (1986) intuition that the intensity of disappointment and elation decre
at the margin.
Ô Springer
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5.1 Proposal for a specific disappointmen

As we saw previously, the necessary cond

will ensure that DTEU will accommodate t
any paradox are:

go( o) = o, (5.8)
gD(u ) > 0, V«, (5.9)

g'D(u ) < 0, Vw. (5.10)

For simplicity and in analogy to the regret model, we propo

function:

gD(u) = i-irD, (5.11)

with ßD< 1. It is easy to see that gD satisfies co

condition 5.8 is evident. Since the second deri

condition 5.9 is satisfied for ßD< 1. Finally, condit

derivative of gD is g'D = -ßuD{ln ßDf < 0.
5.2 Range for the kD parameter

In analogy to Section 3.2, we will employ ineq

determine the range for parameters kD and ßD that

preferences of the CCE. As in Section 3.2, it is con
options in the following way:

M =p' ■ u2 - (1 - p2) ~u', (5.12)

Ml =p2 ■ gû(àu ) + (1 -Pi -p2) -gD{u 2), (5.13)
M2 = (1 ~P') -gD{u 2) -p2 ■ gD{u' ). (5.14)
Replacing the last equations in 5.4 and 5.5 we have:

Ml(ßD)-kD>M, (5.15)
M>M2{ßD)-kD. (5.16)

The special case of the Allais example discussed ab
values for the parameters. Using the outcome and p
the utility function of Eq. 3.16, and observing that
and km ax from inequalities 5.15 and 5.16 as follows

^min = ÃV (5'17)

kmax=Af¡' ^5'18)
Ö Springer
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Fig. 2 Disappointment
function parameters: maximum
and minimum kD for ßDe [0.7,

0.9]. The boundaries of kD
common to the whole interval

of ßD are shown as two horizontal lines

so that,

Amin < < kmax) (^»19)
where km{n-km{n(<ßi)) <*nd km3^-km30^jß[)).

Bounds for the parameter kD can then be calculated fo

the parameter ßD, with the results shown in Figure 2. F
of values of kD that provide a disappointment function

gets narrower as ßD gets closer to 1, the point at whic
CCE preference pattern compatible ranges for kD and ßD

0.16 <kD< 0.56, (5.20)
and

0.7 <ßD< 0.9. (5.21)
Different to the regret function case, for the

necessary to introduce an arbitrary additional c
the parameter kD.

6 Conclusions and comments

This paper provides an explicit version of regret- and disappointment-corrected
utility which can produce the pattern of preferences known as the common consequence effect, without posing a paradox.
Even though the two anticipated effects of counterfactual comparisons, regret an
disappointment, have been considered separately in this paper, they can be included

in the same expression, by simply adding their correction terms, i.e., u - Rr
gR(ARu) - ko gD^w). TTiis is an advantage that results from using the same
mathematical structure. Inman, Dyer, and Jia (1997) also proposed a unifie

treatment of disappointment and regret. Their model, however, is a post-choice
valuation model, which is intended to provide a basis for applying disappointment

and regret to consumer choice. It is a linear model, and disappointment and regre
are introduced as possible contributors to risk aversion, and as ways to categorize
consumers into different categories by the degree to which they are susceptible to

post-decision disappointment or regret. The model of Inman, Dyer, and Jia (1997) is
Springer
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problematic if one were to apply it to fi
or regret-susceptible decision maker ex

corrected utility does not depend on the

By imposing the requirement that reg
utility should give rise to the pattern o
being paradoxical, we found that the seco

positive, in agreement with Braun an

fication. For the disappointment function

The difference in the sign of the second

function suggests that while both regret
in the discrepancy between obtained ou

come, regret effects should increase in a
ment effects should increase in a deceler

could be examined to test the predict

advantageous that the model makes pred

Another difference between the regre
model has to do with the determinant
weighting parameters kR and kD. In the

by the Allais paradox condition, but the

a somewhat arbitrary additional assu
boundaries were provided by the Allais

One limitation of our models is relat
sponses, known as the common ratio

produced when the probabilities of econ

multiplied by the same constant (see
appointment) correction does not avo
because RTEU has the same linear de
Solutions to the common ratio effect

probability pt with f i(p¿), where ii(-) m

in prospect theory. This solution is, of c

disappointment correction of our and
Kirsner (1996), the rank-dependent w

different set of psychological concerns tha

or disappointment. In ongoing work, we

To summarize, we believe that the c

regret and disappointment made in this p
The first one, of both theoretical and of p

two psychological effects, which ma
influence in specific risky choice con

practical nature, making these types of
real world choice patterns. The explicit
regret and the disappointment of our pap
of the model parameters. Another impor

provides a unified treatment of the two
states of the world. Since most real-wor

larger number of states of the world

disappointment modeling available to th
Ô Springer
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